CONSTRUCT WING RIGHT ON PLAN. FOR THE RIGHT HALF OF WING THE TOP EDGE SERVES AS THE LEADING EDGE. FOR THE LEFT WING THE LOWER EDGE ACTS AS LEADING EDGE.

\[ \frac{3}{8}\text{ SQ. BALSA} \]
Rounded & tapered to \( \frac{5}{8} \text{ Dia.} \)

WINGS ARE ONE AND ONE-EIGHTH INCH HIGHER AT THE TIPS THAN AT THE CENTER. THIS IS DIHEDRAL ANGLE.

\[ \frac{1}{2}\text{ SQ. BALSA} \]

ROUND & TAPERED

PATTERN FOR RIBS
COVER WINGS WITH SUPERFINE TISSUE. WING TIPS SHOULD BE COVERED SEPARATELY.

USE 2 STRANDS OF \( \frac{1}{4} \) FLAT RUBBER.

\[ \frac{1}{8}\text{ SQ. BALSA FRAMEWORK} \]

FRONT CLIP
REAR CLIP

THRU BGS BEAR
HOLLOW MOTORSTICK
CAN

\[ \frac{1}{6} \times \frac{1}{6} \times 5\frac{1}{2} \]

BULKHEADS
CAP STRIP

\[ \frac{1}{8}\text{ SQ. BALSA ROUNDED & TAPERED TO \( \frac{5}{8} \)} \]

NOTE: SIDE VIEW IS DRAWN HALF SIZE BUT DIMENSIONS GIVEN ARE ACTUAL.

PROPELLER BLADE PATTERN
CARVE PROP FROM A 1" X 1\( \frac{1}{2} \) X 12" BLOCK

Duration
Tractor
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USE .020" (NO. 8) WIRE FOR ALL WIRE FITTINGS WITH STRAIN UPON THEM. USE .018" (NO. 10) WIRE FOR ALL OTHER FITTINGS.